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About This Game

Overview

Combat Racers is a fast-paced, local multiplayer car combat game for up to four players. You drive your own customized car,
trying to outmaneuver and outgun your opponents. Quick reactions are essential as one wrong move can be the difference

between winning and becoming a smoking wreck.

Choose the best loadout for your playstyle. Experiment with different combinations to blow your friends up! Get up close and
personal with shotguns, make one-shot kills with a railgun or trick your enemies into chasing you and char them with the

backburner!
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Fast-paced top-down local multiplayer action

Multiple game modes with customizable options 

Front, side and rear weapons on each car 

Over 2000 different loadouts 

Full controller support

We strongly recommend using a controller to play Combat Racers.
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Title: Combat Racers
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
The Major Game Company
Publisher:
The Major Game Company
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel core i-3 or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 Dedicated GPU - 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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Besti thing ever! XD
Just joking haha
It is just ordinary nokia snake game.
If you would like to gather a lot of achivements this is just game for you.
That is the only valuable thing about this game.. the game likes to make♥♥♥♥♥♥up all the time but still fun.. A decent puzzle/
adventure game which is pretty cute. But (always a but) it's way too short and the story is fairly non-existent.

Just as the puzzles start to ramp up their already fairly easy difficulty the game ends. Still, worth a couple of bucks. It's already
$5 so expect to see it for half that or less come the big sale time.. I love the mechanic of SiNKR and the peaceful time you can
have in the game. The graphics is not really AAA, but hey - it's indie! A solid piece for every puzzle lover!. I'm going to start by
saying that I very strongly recommend this game for people who want practice on parking their trucks in Euro Truck Simulator.
This game is quite literally a truck-parking game where you're to move your truck and park it without hitting anything within a
short time. You get graded on each level given how fast you can park your truck successfully; Gold if you can do it perfectly and
fast enough to make a TAS-bot look impressed, Silver if you're a very experienced truck driver, and Bronze if you managed to
do it safely without hitting anything. The instant you hit an obstacle, you won't get a medal for completion, but you will still get
a mark saying you completed the level.

One thing that stands out to me in this game is the replay feature. The game will save a replay of your successful times so you
can watch them later. I utilized this to make  this 1 minute video,  which I feel is good for demonstrating how the game plays.

All in all, I would say that this game is for people who either want to better their truck parking skills, trailer-backing skills, want
to play Euro Truck Simulator 2 without open roads, or a combination thereof. I personally enjoy it, as it focuses more on the
technical aspects of parking your truck where Euro Truck Simulator focuses more on the long open-road driving.. If you like
Doom\/Doom 2, this game is absolutely worth $5 to you. No jumping, no plot, lots of bad guys. The graphics and music do a
good job setting the tone. The enemies are challenging and numerous. The level design is fairly basic but secrets help add
variety. Very barebones menu and options - you can't rebind controls, so if you don't like WASD you're out of luck.

Give it a try!. Can't believe this game has 50%!!! It really is a great game. I only encountered 1 bug...which is of course the one
right before the second to last battle of the entire game. Which did suck. But as you can see, I got 102 hours out of one play
through. Yeah, it sucks I couldn't finish it, but I still recommend the hell out of this game.
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I have to tell you this is one of the greatest games I have Ever played the story and characters are just amazing this I would l put
this probably no definitely on the same level as Undertale its just amazing I defiantly recommend anyone who reads this review
to buy the game. and if the developer reads this (very small chance) please continue what you are doing cause you are doing all
the right things.. Brutally Difficult but fun, a great Bullet-Hell game. Awful. Slow, dumb, clunky.. I wanted to like this game but
it is terrible. A polished turd.

An otherwise solid game set back by a completely broken game mechanic. It's a nice idea but just doesn't work. This should
have been canned when the first playable prototype was made. I can only imagine that the team didn't realise this until there was
too much invested in it.. This game was enjoyable, it's short but I enjoyed replaying to figure out how to not die and save the
town. It would have been easier if you could save the game during the choice screen and I wish there was an easier way to turn
the skip function on and off. The music, voice acting, art, grammar, and story are all good. This game didn't knock my socks
off, but it is definitely worth a dollar or less. Recommended.

My guide: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1431715102
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